
The Best Job

I don’t want to give the wrong impression.  Teaching huge classes of age-diverse, too 
often malnourished, pubescently hormonal, literacy limited, frequently low-English-skilled, 
sleep-deprived lethargic, now and then high, occasionally belligerent and sometimes even 
dangerously angry kids – wasn’t a breeze.  

In fact, as a task?  
It often appeared to be downright impossible.
If, however?
If you chose to focus only upon that; if you let yourself get caught up in, and ultimately 

overwhelmed by, that?  
Oh, you’d end up missing the whole point.
If, through a candidly regular interaction with long-term experienced peers, you made the 

converse discovery that, even though the job felt to be impossibly difficult?  Everybody, and 
there were no exceptions, everybody had bad days.  Even out-and-out horrendously bad days.  

Everybody struggled; everybody labored to implement effective solutions; everybody 
worried, time and again, about finding a personal success.  If, instead of holding yourself up 
against unrealistic, formulaic expectations, you discovered through a true-life conversation with 
peers that there really was no such thing as an instantaneous, marvel-producing teaching; and if, 
then, you deliberately understood that you could not, simply through the holding of good 
intentions and a magical rigidity, miraculously overthrow the larger issues of a devastatingly 
inequitable social system:

Well, you might, then?
Be able to take in a more important lesson.
How to forgive your own insecurity; your own naïveté.
How to let go of what you felt to be unforgivable mistakes.  
How to stop feeling sorry for yourself...and simply stick it out.  
So that one day, without even knowing it had happened?
You quit focusing upon yourself.  
You stopped dwelling upon your own frustrations, and began, not even discerning the 

shift, to work around the edges of both real and imagined limitations.  Somewhere along the line 
you figured out that – despite the insistently published argument of an unacceptable low-income, 
culturally-different deficiency?  Aways, every single year and in every single class, the kids in 
front of you were simply kids.  As you began, both consciously and subconsciously, to ignore a 
relentlessly ingrained privileged-class stereotype; as you learned to refuse the low-expectation 
blindness perpetuated by a popular media typecasting – well, what you unearthed beneath all of 
that unnecessary, unhelpful noise?

Was the fact that, all of your students?
Were simply children.  
And, as children, they were, each and every one of them, eager, enthusiastic, quirky, 

inquisitive, individually motivated and often hilariously funny.  If, as you let your guard down, 
you let yourself start to laugh along with them.  And if, as they learned to trust you, they let 
themselves start to laugh along with you.  Well, somehow, somewhere, one day out of the blue, 
you understood that – no matter how overwhelming the task; no matter how complicated the 
work; no matter how many times you struggled to survive an unbelievably hard day and find 
solutions:  



Actually?
You had the best job in the world.


